[Quality of the presentation of free research papers in the National Congress of Gastroenterology: Morelia-1997].
The quality of the presentation of a free paper in a medical congress is not necessarily related to the quality of the methodology. To analyze the quality of the presentation of the free papers in the National Congress of Gastroenterology in Mexico (Morelia-1997). A prospective study was designed to evaluate the following aspects: Limitation to time assigned, adequate use and design of slides, and mentioning of the main methodologic characteristics. There was a high quality of presentation in the majority of papers. The most frequent problems identified, amenable to improvement, were non-limitation to assigned time (24%), as well as problems in the design of slides (too many lines/columns in 32% and excessive number in 23%). The knowledge of the results may help to improve the presentations of the free papers in the national congresses of gastroenterology.